
SUMMARY 

 

The aim of the project “Tartu convenience stores” is to convey the culture of Tartu’s small stores. To 

reach the goal of the project the author analyzed memory, collected and analyzed materials about the 

convenience stores from archives and from social media. 

 The written part of the project addresses and compares different aspects of archival science and 

memory, the nature and history of convenience stores as well as individual memories about them. In the 

chapter about memory, the author brings out the fading affect bias, which makes people forget negative 

memories faster, which also affects the narratives about small convenience stores. As a result of the 

project the author has figured that the most popular convenience stores of Tarty are Toome store, 

Herne store, Tartu store, Kuu store and Ümera store. 

 Toome store is still active, it has been closed and opened again several times. Mainly the memories 

mention buying ice cream and candy. The public thinks that the Toome store is still active compared to 

many closed convenience stores due to its good location. 

 Herne store is also still an active convenience store, which has become one of the symbols of Supilinn. 

The keywords mentioned about Herne store are ice cream and alcohol, but supposedly it’s possible to 

find all basic necessities from the shop.  

 Tartu store is closed and technically does not classify as a convenience store due to its size. However, 

people still mention it as one. Most mentioned aspect of the Tartu store is the bakery goods. As the 

Tartu store was bigger than other convenience stores, it did not have the same pleasant atmosphere.  

 Kuu store is a legendary place among people living in Karlova. The store is considered a meet up place. 

Many remember other small stores near Kuu store, such as Siilu store which was established after the 

Kuu store owners broke up. The Siilu store however did not last very long. 

 Ümera store is no longer a small convenience store but part of a chain. The old small shop is still 

remembered by many and most mention the local drink called “Kali” alongside the bottle return spot. 

 Mostly the individuals sharing memories told stories from their childhood and youth. The archive 

materials had longer and more specific descriptions than the shared memories.  

 The author also takes a look at the mentions of Tartu’s convenience store in culture, for example 

literature. There’s a rap song about the Kuu store and many of the most popular convenience stores are 

mentioned in autobiographical books. 



 The practical side of the project is a photo collage of Tartu’s old convenience stores. The visual work 

represents the small stores combined into a big formation, which resembles a building. The creation 

consists of old archive photos and of photos shot by the author themself. The small stores create a large 

shopping colosseum which resembles malls, which were considered the downfall of small stores. The 

fusion of buildings and sepia colours of old stores visualize the surreality and distortions of memory.   

 


